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QUESTION 1

What is the purpose of partition pruning? 

A. To reduce the number of rows in a partition by moving objects with higher values to another partition 

B. To move partitions that are used infrequently to second tier storage 

C. To move all related objects together with their parent sysobjects 

D. To constrain DQL queries to a specific partition 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A Content Server is running near 100% CPU usage and does not absolutely peak. The hardware contains 

two CPU cores, and two additional CPU cores are added. After the change, the system runs at almost 

70% CPU usage. 

How do you explain why the system is not running at 50% after the change? 

A. The Java Method Server will dynamically allocate resources based on availability. 

B. The Content Server will increase its CPU usage to fill available capacity regardless of demand. 

C. Machine overhead for managing task sharing between processors increases with the number of processors. 

D. The agent executive will run more jobs at a time when more processor capacity is available. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A user imports the incorrect content and wants to replace just the content because the metadata is correct. Since you
are the System Administrator, the user provides you with the correct content to be replaced. You run the setfile API to
replace the correct content and the old content becomes an orphan object. You want to clean up the space used by this
particular content without running the dm_DMClean job. Which administrative method will recover the space? 

A. DO_METHOD 

B. MIGRATE_CONTENT 

C. DESTROY_CONTENT 

D. PURGE_CONTENT 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A user is not able to create a document in a repository. How do you diagnose the problem? 

A. check for sufficient swap space/virtual memory and check for sufficient database space 

B. check for sufficient file storage space and check for sufficient database space 

C. check for sufficient file storage space and check for sufficient swap space/virtual memory 

D. check that the server log is not full 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your system has a single Content Server in one location with users at a remote location. Remote users 

report that content takes a long time to download and that the WDK application performs adequately. 

No servers are CPU or RAM constrained. 

Which Documentum technology may be used to overcome this network limitation? 

A. Site Caching Services (SCS) 

B. Site Distribution Servers (SDS) 

C. Accelerated Content Services (ACS) 

D. Branch Office Caching Services (BOCS) 

Correct Answer: D 
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